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Data privacy
The IST Investment Foundation (IST) takes your privacy very 
seriously and considers data protection to be a priority. 
Therefore, IST only processes personal data in compliance 
with the applicable data protection legislation, in particular the 
Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection, and if relevant the EU 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Scope and purpose of data collection
In principle, this website can be used without entering any 
personal data. However, we will process any personal data you 
provide voluntarily, for example by filling out a contact form or 
sending us an e-mail. Your data will be used solely for 
administrative and communication purposes. It will not be 
disclosed, sold or otherwise passed on to third parties under 
any circumstances. Selected service partners of IST could, 
however, gain access to certain personal data, particularly 
when maintaining and updating our IT systems. We will store 
the personal data for as long as necessary for the processing 
purpose.

Data security
The website istfunds.ch has a valid SSL certificate. This 
ensures the confidentiality of online traffic despite the public 
nature of the Internet, and provides an encrypted connection 
to istfunds.ch using HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
Secure). IST has also taken appropriate technical and organi-
zational precautions to protect your data against loss or 
unauthorized access. These precautions will be reviewed 
regularly to ensure their effectiveness and adapted if necessary.

Server-Log-Files
IST automatically collects and stores information in its server 
log files that tells us which Internet browser you are using. 
This information consists of
•  Browser type and version 
•  Operating system used 
•  Referrer URL (page previously visited) 
•  Host name of the accessing computer (IP address) 
•  Time of server enquiry. 
This data is not merged with other data sources.

Cookies
The website istfunds.ch uses cookies. Cookies enable the 
temporary storage of data and help us make our offering more 
user-friendly, effective and secure. Cookies are small text files 
that are placed on your computer and stored by your browser. 
The majority of the cookies we use are session cookies. They 
are automatically deleted at the end of your visit. Cookies do 
not cause any damage to your computer and do not contain 
viruses. You can partially or fully deactivate the use of cookies 

in your browser settings at any time. However, this can limit the 
availability of the functions of istfunds.ch.

Google Analytics
To identify trends and improve our online service, this website 
uses Google Analytics, a web analysis service from Google 
LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 
USA, and Google Ireland Limited, Gordon House, Barrow 
Street, Dublin 4, Dublin, D04 E5W5, Ireland.
Google Analytics uses cookies, i.e. text files, which are saved 
on your computer and which enable your use of the website to 
be analysed. The information generated by cookies about your 
use of istfunds.ch (including your IP address) will be transmit-
ted to and stored by Google servers in the USA and Ireland. 
Google will use this information to evaluate your use of the 
website, to produce reports on website activities for the 
website operators and to provide other services related to use 
of the website and the Internet. Google may also pass this 
information on to third parties if required to do so by law, or if 
the data is processed by third parties on Google‘s behalf. 
Google will on no account associate your IP address with other 
Google data. 
You can partially or fully deactivate the use of cookies in your 
browser settings at any time. However, this can limit the 
availability of the functions of istfunds.ch. By using this 
website you express your consent to the processing of data 
about you by Google in the manner and for the purpose 
described above. 
You can stop the collection of data by Google Analytics in the 
future by installing a deactivation add-on for your browser: 
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en (opens in a 
new window).

Your rights
You can request information on the personal data relating to 
you stored by IST. You also have the right to request the correc-
tion or deletion of this data, the right to request the limitation 
of data processing, and the right to withdraw your consent to 
the processing of personal data.
To exercise these rights, please use the contact information 
provided below.

Contact
If you have any questions regarding the storing and processing 
of personal data, please send an e-mail to info@istfunds.ch.

Validity and changes to this Data Privacy Statement
IST reserves the right to amend or supplement this Data Privacy 
Statement as necessary at any time. The latest version of this 
Data Privacy Statement is dated March 2020.
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